Let ConeGY IntXConeG and LatG be the cone, the integer cone and the lattice of the incidence vectors of the circuits of graph G. A good range is a set K t N such that ConeG LatG K E t IntXConeG for every graph GV Y E. We give a counterexample to a conjecture of Goddyn [1] stating that Nnf1g is a good range.
Introduction
We denote by N the set of natural numbers and by R the set of non-negative reals. Let ConeGY IntXConeG and LatG be the cone, the integer cone and the lattice of the incidence vectors of the circuits of graph G. Obviously, IntXConeG t ConeG LatG. Seymour in [2] proved that graphic matroids have the sum of circuits property: p e R E G is in ConeG if and only if p is balanced, i.e. pe pBnfeg for all e e B for all bonds B of G. Moreover, if p is in ConeG N E G, then p is in LatG whenever p is eulerian, i.e. pB is even for every bond B of G. (See [1] for a survay).
A range is any set of natural numbers. Range K is good if ConeG LatG K E t IntXConeG for every graph GV Y E and is bad otherwise. The study of good ranges could possibly give some insight towards the following:
Conjecture 1.1 (circuit double cover). The set f2g is a good range.
For example, Goddyn [1] showed the equivalence between Conjecture 1.1 and Conjecture 1.2.
Conjecture 1.2. The set f2Y 3g is a good range.
In the same paper, Goddyn proposed the following: (1991)). The set of the integers bigger than one is a good range.
We refer to [1] for more motivation in range-restricted circuit covers. In the next section we give a counterexample to Conjecture 1.3.
Some Bad Ranges
We denote by P the Petersen graph. Any two of the six 1-factors of P have precisely one edge in common. Thus, when M is any 1-factor of P, then we have the following:
Property 2.1. Every M-alternating circuit in P has length 8.
The falsity of Conjecture 1.3 is a consequence of the following:
Claim 2.2. Let k be any odd natural number. Then fkY 2kg is a bad range.
Proof. The vector p e fkY 2kg EP de®ned by pe 2k if and only if e e M is balanced and eulerian. Hence p e ConeP LatP. Assume p e IntXConeP and let C be a family of circuits of P such that every edge e of P is in precisely pe members of C. For any circuit C e C, p À w C is balanced since p À w C e IntXConeP r ConeP. We conclude that every circuit C e C is M-alternating. However e e EP pe 20k is not divisible by 8 since k is odd. This contradicts Property 2.1. r
The three crucial properties of vector p in the proof of Claim 2.2 are the following: 1) p e ConeP LatP, 2) puv pdunfuvg for every edge uv e M, 3) e e EP pe is not divisible by 8.
Observation 2.3. Let p e N EP be a vector satisfying 1) 2) and 3). Let C be a family of M-alternating circuits in P. Then p C e C w C satis®es 1) 2) and 3)X Observation 2.3 allows to obtain further su½cient conditions for a range to be bad:
Claim 2.4. Let k be any odd natural number. Then fkY k 1Y k 2Y 2k 1Y 2k 2g is bad.
2g if e f M and w C 1 w C 2 e e f1Y 2g if e e M. r
Analogously we can obtain the following:
Claim 2.5. Let k be any odd natural number. Then fkY k 1Y k 2Y 2k 2Y 2k 3g is bad.
Claim 2.6. Let k be any odd natural number. Then fk 1Y k 2Y 2k 3Y 2k 4g is bad.
